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• Mirabell cannot call her by pet names

• "I won't be called named after I'm married; positively I • "I won't be called named after I'm married; positively I 
won't be called names."

• No public displays of affection allowed

• "Don't let us be familiar or fond, nor kiss before folks"
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• "I denounce against all straight lacing, 
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Critical Analysis of the Proviso Scene
• William Congreve in The Way

fashionable beau-monde of
favourite pastime – love, sex
façade of the supposed freedom
both sexes to assume liberty
nicely brought out by Act IV, scene
Proviso scene. The provisos are
Millament and Mirabell proposeMillament and Mirabell propose
confirming their contract to marry
the beginning of the play we
Millament but the airy wit of the
firm commitment about her seriousness
in Act IV before she admits Mirabell
encourages Sir Willfull to present
despite the fact that she is not
has to offer.
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are the set of conditions which
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marry one another. Already, from
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seriousness with the affair. Even
Mirabell to hear his suit she

present his case for marrying her
not at all keen to hear what he
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• Millament admits that she

while being pursued because
impudent a thing in nature
assured man confident of success”
cannot tolerate being taken
being rejected with indifference
she tots up a bill of conditions
respected before she would
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We notice that
provisos are her demands
liberty which she enjoyed
married, Mirabell’s provisos
to temper the very sameto temper the very same
clamouring for. He
right to be free and independent
men even after getting
free and it is only women
bargain with provisos
of liberty.
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provisos are designed
same freedom she issame freedom she is
does not want any

independent because
getting married remain

women who have to
provisos about their share


